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– One goal of mindful practice

When I get stressed out, I can 
take a step back and breathe, 
and then see what I need to do.

“

Our ability to help is limited by
how easily we get provoked.

– Peña Chodron 

“ “

“

WHERE TO FIND ME:WHERE TO FIND ME:

kathleenlisson

@mindfulcoachkathleen

@mindfulcoachkathleen

KathleenHelenLisson.com

@kathleenlisson

mindfulcoachkathleen



Journaling Prompts

What is your intention for your time here?

What does gratitude mean to you?

What does grace mean to you?

What is your intention as a caregiver?
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What is Mindfulness?

Mindfulness is awareness 
that arises through paying 
attention, on purpose,
in the present moment,
non-judgmentally.

– Jon Kabat-Zinn

“

“

Mindfulness is the key to 
understanding and honoring 
ourselves - our behavior 
patterns, reactions and 
responses, physical and 
emotional needs, and 
tolerances - so that we can 
connect with others.

– Emily Morash

It’s OK to have thoughts
Don’t try too hard
Let go of expectations
Be kind to yourself
Stick with it

Learn more here: https://mcleanmeditation.com/five-essentials-of-meditation/

“

“

Sarah McLean’s five
essentials of meditation:
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What if meditation is 
physically uncomfortable?

What if meditation is 
mentally uncomfortable?

Begin with movement
The seat : alert yet relaxed 

The hands 
Relax your neck, shoulders, jaw

The gaze

Dr. Dan Siegel’s ‘window of tolerance’ is the optimal zone of “arousal” for a person to effectively 
manage and cope with their emotions.

We can try Grounding Practices (more information in Mindful Strategies for Adult Clients 
book, page 141)
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Search for the colors of the rainbow
in your environment

Look into your pet’s or loved one’s eyes

Look at nature scene images

Look at icons or photos of saints,
or other meaningful art

SightSight

Listen to soothing music, like the 
song “Weightless” by Marconi Union

Listen to binaural beats or 432 Hz music

Listen to birdsong

Ask a “safe” person to record a 
reassuring video or voicemail, 
and then listen to it

SoundSound
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Smell essential oils to calm or 
invigorate you

Light a scented candle
and take in the aroma

SmellSmell

TouchTouch

Feel the sensation of your body 
against the furniture

Stroke a pet

Hold a crystal, amulet, saint card, or 
something with  deep meaning

Place one hand over your heart and the 
other hand on your stomach. Switch hands 
to see which position is more comfortable
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Count backwards from twenty as you 
walk around the room. Pay attention 
to how your feet feel while walking

Push against a wall or do wall squats

Doodle on a piece of paper

MovementMovement

MultisensoryMultisensory

Take a walk outside in  
nature, especially in a garden with 
beautiful flowers or herbs

Wear or hold a loved one’s clothing
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Types of Stress

Tolerable Stress is

Normal stress response

Essential for the growth and development

Infrequent, short-lived, and mild

Person is supported through this stressful event

Results in increased motivation and resilience

Biochemical reactions that occur with such a
stressful event return to baseline afterward (Franke, 2014).

Response is severe, frequent or sustained

Person is protected with responsive relationships and 
strong social and emotional support

Biochemical responses have the 
potential to negatively affect brain 
architecture

Biochemical reactions that occur 
with such a stressful event return to 
baseline afterward (Franke, 2014).
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Toxic Stress is

Prolonged activation of the stress response

Lack of support, reassurance, or emotional attachments

Failure of the body to recover fully

Results in increased vulnerability to maladaptive
health outcomes (Franke, 2014).

Hyperarousal and Hypoarousal

Hyperarousal Symptoms:

Angry outbursts

Fear

Emotional overwhelm

Panic

Hypervigilance

Tight muscles

“Deer in the
headlights”
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Hypoarousal Symptoms:

Numbness

Emptiness

Blank stare

Dissociation



Mindfulness and Breathwork 
Practices

Box Breathing
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“When I get stressed out, I can take a step back and breathe, and then see what I need to do.” 

4-7-8 breathing - (more information in Mindful Strategies for Adult Clients book, on page 120)

Box breathing - (more information in Mindful Strategies for Adult Clients book on page 119)

4 
Count Inhale

7 
Count Hold

8 
Count Exhale 

Let’s try 8 box breaths now.

I will keep the time.

If It Feels Overwhelming, Turn To Your Resource



Self-compassion (more information in Mindful Strategies for Adult Clients book on page 120)
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It’s hard to be a foster adoptive and kinship parent.

This is part of being human. There is nothing wrong with feeling frustrated about the difficulty 

of caregiving, we are not the only one. 

Put your hand on your heart - say something kind to ourselves (what would we say to a friend 

struggling with caregiving?)

Ground yourself - feel your body against the furniture

Place a hand on your heart and move it a 

little in a soothing motion for 2-3 breaths.

Repeat gently to yourself, ‘this is hard, it 

won’t be like this forever.’

Soothing Touch 



When we sense we are getting set off
by something at work
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The STOP technique created by Jon Kabat-Zinn to get us off autopilot.

The steps are:

Stop (stop what we are doing for a moment)

Take a Breath (pay attention as you take the next breath)

Observe (what are your current feelings and emotions? Are there 
any notable physical sensations in your body? We don’t need to 
change or judge them, just observe them) 

Proceed (return to what we were doing before)



Yoga Nidra Script 

I invite you to take an alert yet relaxed posture in your chair or lie down comfortably on a yoga 
mat. Your eyes can be open or closed. You may choose to stop this practice at any time and 
use one of your resources. 

I invite you to let the sound of my voice be your guide to experiencing sensations throughout 
your body…

As I name each area you may feel sensations that are present, or nothing and I invite you to 
accept the experience just as it is in this moment…

I invite you to bring attention to sensations inside the mouth… roof of the mouth… floor…
inside cheeks, left...and right… back of the throat… tongue… the entire mouth 

The ears, left ear… right ear… sensing both ears at the same time…

I invite you to note the breath as a sensation in the nose

The left eye … right eye… both eyes together…

Sensing your forehead… scalp… back of the head and neck… inside the throat… 

Left shoulder… left upper arm… forearm… wrist… left palm… and fingers… the entire left 
arm… 

Right shoulder… right upper arm… forearm… wrist…right palm… and fingers… the entire right 
arm…

Both arms together as one field of sensation... 

Upper chest… upper back… the mid back… abdomen… low back… the entire torso as a field 
of sensation…
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Left buttock… left hip… thigh… knee…... left calf… foot… and toes… the entire left leg…

Right buttock… right hip… thigh… knee… right calf… foot… and toes… the entire right leg… 
sensing both legs at the same time… 

I invite you to sense the entire front of the body… back of the body… left side … right side… 
Sensing the entire body… inside and outside as a field of sensation…

Be aware of all that is now present in your awareness… I invite you to feel yourself as the one 
who is aware of everything that’s present… first sensing what’s present… then experiencing 
yourself as the field of awareness in which everything is coming and going…

Become aware of the body breathing… the flow of the breath as sensation in the nostrils… the 
abdomen gently rising as breath flows in… and releasing, as breath flows out 

No need to change anything… The body breathing naturally and rhythmically… in-breath, 
abdomen rising… out-breath, abdomen releasing… no need to change anything… the body 
breathing itself…

Now you are invited to transition to your alert and wide-awake state of wakefulness… sensing 
your body… the space around you… eyes opening as you feel ready… you’re invited to wiggle 
your fingers and toes… reorienting to where you are… 

Perhaps, before ending your practice, experience the feeling of gratitude for taking time to 
practice Yoga Nidra… welcoming and loving yourself… experiencing yourself as timeless, 
open, and spacious well-being that is perfect just as it is, and your self as whole, healthy, and 
perfect, just you are…Thanking yourself for taking this time to practice.
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Journaling Prompts

My word for 2023 is

What would happen in my life if I focused on that?

In 2023, I plan on coming into my power by


